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About This Game

Get ready for modern battles! Defend your islands against evil invaders in jungles!

Your team will consist of modern snipers, gunners, rockets, ice towers a 5d3b920ae0

Title: Island Defense
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Stereo7 Games
Publisher:
Stereo7 Games
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM
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Simple enough game. Great to widdle away small amounts of time. Good enough challenge at times.. Worse than flash TD's
you'll find anywhere. Clumsy controls, bad music, crashes a lot.. The program has crashed on me Level 14, wave 12 of 12 twice
now, there won't be a third time.. This game appears to just be a scam created by some other country mirroring Kingdom Rush,
a money grab as it were. There is literrally no strategy involved and even the descriptions on some of the chraracters do not
translate correctly.. Worse than flash TD's you'll find anywhere. Clumsy controls, bad music, crashes a lot.. I like this game alot
the towers are solid the commanders are good and the game play is smooth. there are a couple of things that i wish they could
add that would make the game a little more comfortable for instance a zoom would help alot because the screen is crowded Also
a big thing that really should be in this game are Hotkeys plz if the devs read this add hotkeys:D.. Game is ok for its price. Got
all achievements within 10 hours, nothing more to squeeze out of it.. The program has crashed on me Level 14, wave 12 of 12
twice now, there won't be a third time.. Island Defense is a path-based, tower defense game with a lot of sprinkles on top. It
controls well enough and has some good features that make a passive genre more active with things like heroes and usable skills.
If you've seen a tower defense game before, you've seen this by-the-numbers game with its generic tessla, machine gun, flame
thrower, freeze, rocket and sniper towers. Its a touch screen game that uses only the mouse. Everything is either on or paused
with no increased speed. The only sad part about the game is some of the achievements doesn't work.. Game is ok for its price.
Got all achievements within 10 hours, nothing more to squeeze out of it.
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